MOTIVATORS

HOW TO KEEP YOUR DOG DRIVEN & LEARNING

WHAT YOUR DOG NEEDS?

Every dog is different in what they desire or are driven towards. In
training we need the dog to be motivated to listen & work with us. For
solid learning to occur & automatic behaviour to develop in the fututre,
then your dog needs to receive something good that they desire.
It is very unrealistic to expect them to just to “want” to work with us &
listen to us because they “should respect” us or because they “love” us.
We need to be well prepared with some "payment" for working with us
& to help them remember what they did, especially around
distractions! You wouldn't turn up, motivated to go to work if your boss
didn't pay you?

Top Tips
To find your dogs favourite rewards!
We always select our dogs rewards based on
what WE think our dog would choose. We tend to
use the same food, treats & toys. Why not let
your dog choose, it may surprise you what they
favour! Dogs are driven by scent first & having a
safe variety of choice, will help them pick the best
items for them!

You need to investigate what sparks your dog's individual motivation for
learning, drive & work. Then use this motivator to add as their reward
for stages in thier training.

What would your dog sell its soul for?

So what puts the fire in your dogs legs to want to get to work with you?
To find out what that is, start simple with your dogs favourite food &
favourite toys.
Check out some awesome tips at the side of the page on how to
discover your dogs ultimate, motivational reward & there are even more
helpful tips on how to discover this & build interest on page 2 !

How to be prepared!

We then need to consider that like us dogs will have different
motivations based on the scenarios they are in at the time or that you
will be taking them into.

BUILD A TASTING TRAY!
First get a muffin tray or a flat tray/ board.
Put a selection of dog safe meats, vegetables
and fruit.
Here is a idea to use: Banana, Spinach, Carrot,
Strawberries, Green peas, Sweetcorn, Tuna,
Cheese, Chicken, sausage, Greek Yoghurt,
pear.
When you put it down for your dog, film them
eating it and really look at what they go for first
and what order they eat it in.
Make sure the food you use is 100% safe for
dogs to eat. Google it if you are unsure!
Make a toy selection line up with different toys
to play with, pick them up & see what they go
to or interact with first.

Example: If you go to work, the motivation that gets you out of bed to
turn up everyday, is usually money. However when you go for dinner
with your friends money is NOT the motivation for you to go here,
instead the motivation is maybe the food or company?
What is being highlighted here is through your walks and visits with your
dog, their motivators will change at different times sometimes in the
same walk. So it is handy to be prepared with a variety of things just in
case.
So now you have an idea of what your dog likes, write down a list 1-10
putting the very best motivator as number 1 & list to the very least
motivating e.g. cooked chicken, sausage, fish treats, kibble or tug toy,
squeaky ball, normal ball, physical/ verbal praise, teddy. Next to each
one write which scenario this reward would work best for you. You may
have a few for the same place!
Having your lists will be handy, as now it is easy to see in what
environment you take them, what works best where for learning &
listening and what to take with you!Your list for the park may have more
high valued rewards due to there being more distractions like chicken,
cheese & squeaky ball. Your in home list may have lower valued
rewards due to less distractions like kibble & physical/ verbal praise.
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